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A little, white kitten named Royal was
discovered alone outdoors by a concerned
individual and subsequently brought to
Toronto Humane Society. 

Placed in foster care, Royal initially thrived and
grew, but her journey took a challenging turn
when, at a mere 248 grams, she fell ill and
tested positive for the Parvo Virus.

 Given her tender age, the prognosis appeared
grim. However, Royal's foster parents displayed
unwavering dedication, providing constant
care and refusing to give up on her. 

Against the odds, Royal not only survived Parvo
but also blossomed into a beautiful and healthy
kitten. Approaching six weeks of age, she is
poised to return to the shelter for her
upcoming spay procedure, setting the stage
for her eventual adoption in the weeks to
come.
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Helping Tiny Little Royal

Florence, a stunning husky, found her way to
Toronto Animal Services as a stray and later
became a proud mother to six adorable puppies—
aptly named "the machines".

Their journey began at Toronto Humane Society in
July, where they were promptly placed in foster
care. However, the foster experience presented
challenges as the puppies developed troublesome
diarrhea, posing quite a messy situation for their
caring temporary guardian. 

Over time, their digestive issues resolved, and once
they reached a suitable size, they underwent
necessary surgeries. By August, the whole furry
family returned to the shelter for spaying and
neutering procedures. Following their successful
surgeries, each pup embarked on a journey to their
forever homes, marking the happy conclusion of
their heartwarming tale.

Florence’s Little Machines 
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On September 9th, a tiny 137g kitten
named Fizz was discovered outdoors.
Fortunately, a staff member took Fizz
home for the night, ensuring he
received regular feedings every three
hours. 

The following day, Fizz found a
welcoming foster home. Fizz's luck
took another positive turn when a
mother cat named Pink came under
the shelter's care, accompanied by
two kittens. Regrettably, one of Pink's
kittens did not survive. In an effort to
support Pink through her grief, Fizz's
foster parent suggested introducing
Fizz to be companions with Pink.
Happily, the introduction was a
success, and Pink embraced Fizz with
open paws.

Now, little Fizz, alongside momma
Pink and his new sibling, Cyan, enjoy
safety and happiness in their foster
home. They will remain in this
nurturing environment until they are
weaned and reach the appropriate
age for their respective surgeries.

Fizz and his Adopted Family


